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Literary Luminary: Your job is to locate a few special sections or quotations in the text
for your group to talk over. The idea is to help people go back to some especially
interesting, powerful, funny, puzzling, or important sections of the reading and think
about them more carefully. Also look for literary devices and make connections to the
six elements of fiction. As you decide which passages or paragraphs are worth going
back to, make a note why you picked each one and consider some plans for how they
should be shared. You can read passages aloud yourself, ask someone else to read them,
or have people read them silently and then discuss. Remember, the purpose is to suggest
material for discussion.
Page # and Paragraph

Reason for Picking

Plan for Discussion

139 (4) 'Behind him,
Baretski says, "Shit".
140 (1) That one word
from a sadist only
deepens the well of
inhumanity that Lale is
drowning in.

Clearly demonstrates
Acknowledge our own
how cruel the SS
feelings if put in the
Officers really were and situation.
how some of the
darkest times at these
camps even they have
feelings towards
horrible acts.

146 (2) "What
happened?" "Lets just
say I took another step
into the abyss but got
to step back out of it."
"Will you tell me one
day?" "Probably not.
Don't push it Gita."

With this particular
passage, I realized
more about Lale. He
wants to protect Gita
from all things harmful
however, I didn't quite
understand why he had
to keep it a secret.

Why do you think Lale
did not go into detail,
or tell Gita about what
he had previously
encountered?

